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characters and synopsis of URINETOWN,
THE MUSICAL
Urinetown was first performed at the Theater of the Apes as part of the New York
International Fringe Festival in August .

characters

urine good co. (ugc) staff
Caldwell B. Cladwell, president and owner of UGC

Hope Cladwell, Cladwell’s daughter; she’s new in town
Penelope Pennywise, chief custodian at Public Amenity Number Nine,

the poorest, filthiest urinal in town
Mr. McQueen, Cladwell’s right-hand man
Senator Fipp, a public servant
Mrs. Millennium, a UGC executive
Dr. Billeaux, a UGC executive, head of research
Cladwell’s Secretary, a valued UGC employee
ugc Executives

the authorities
Officer Lockstock, a policeman; also the narrator
Officer Barrel, Lockstock’s partner
Cops—and lots of them

the poor
Little Sally, a little girl
Bobby Strong, assistant custodian at the poorest, filthiest urinal in town
Old Man Strong, Bobby’s father, also known as Joseph Strong
Josephine Strong, Bobby’s mother, also known as Old Ma Strong
Hot Blades Harry
Soupy Sue
Tiny Tom
Little Becky Two Shoes
Robbie the Stockfish
Billy Boy Bill
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place and time
Urinetown takes place in a Gotham-like city, sometime after the Stink Years.

synopsis

A ct i. scene . It is early morning at Public Amenity Number Nine, the poorest,
filthiest urinal in town. The Poor lie sprawled across the ground, sleeping and wait-

ing for the public toilet to open. Officer Lockstock enters and welcomes the audience to
Urinetown, “the musical.” He explains that Urinetown “the place” is a mythical place, a bad
place, which won’t be seen until Act ii. As The Poor begin to rise, Bobby Strong and
Penelope Pennywise set up their workstation at the entrance to the “amenity.” Little Sally
joins Lockstock, and together they describe how, many years ago, a terrible drought caused
a water shortage so awful that private toilets became “unthinkable.” Public urination and
defecation have been outlawed, and everyone is now required to use “public” facilities
owned and operated by the privately owned Urine Good Company (ugc)—for a fee.
Admission is high, and peeing in the bushes is illegal, so if you’re poor, you have to use the
poorest, filthiest urinals in town. Those who violate the peeing laws are exiled to the mys-
terious Urinetown. Thus, while most children save up to buy candy, Little Sally is saving
up to use the amenities; she’s just a few pennies away from having the necessary amount.

Hope Cladwell, who has just finished college and arrived in town, enters and asks
Bobby for directions to ugc headquarters. Bobby points out the company’s gleaming tower
in the distance. Hope thanks him and runs off.

In the morning rush, The Poor line up and Little Sally counts her pennies. Old Man
Strong pleads with Pennywise to let him put his fee on his tab. She refuses; she gave him
credit last week and has yet to see a cent in repayment. Bobby tries to convince Pennywise
to grant his father this favor. Pennywise insists that no one pees for free. But Old Man
Strong can’t take it anymore—he defiantly begins to pee on a nearby wall. Officers
Lockstock and Barrel arrest him for violating the Public Health Act. They drag him away
to Urinetown; after witnessing Old Man Strong’s fate, everyone else lines up, ready to pay
to pee.

scene . At ugc’s executive offices, company president and owner Caldwell B.
Cladwell, his right-hand man, Mr. McQueen, and their political crony Senator Fipp 
discuss new fee hikes they expect to be approved by the legislature. Fipp plans to await the
results of the legislative vote in Rio (while on a “fact-finding mission” financed by kick-
backs from ugc)—he fears backlash to the fee hikes from a population already fed up with
the high cost of peeing.
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Hope, who is Cladwell’s daughter and ugc’s newest fax/copy girl, arrives for her first
day on the job. Fipp leaves, assuring Cladwell that the fee hike will be approved if Cladwell
comes through with the cash he’s promised Fipp.

Cladwell introduces Hope to the staff of ugc. Twenty years ago, Cladwell reminisces,
he promised the people of Urinetown to “keep the pee off the street and the water in the
ground”—so long as the community didn’t question how he fulfilled the bargain. Hope has
come to help in that mission and, as a Cladwell, is likely to step into her father’s company
shoes one day. Yet Hope feels conflicted. Her father points out that he sent her to The
Most Expensive University in the World to learn how to manipulate great masses of 
people, not to feel conflicted, and sends her off to start faxing and copying.

scene . It is night and Little Sally stands on a street corner, once again counting her
pennies. Officer Lockstock finds her and, feeling generous, throws her a coin.

Barrel enters with a mop; he has been cleaning up after Old Man Strong. He tells
Lockstock that the old man screamed all the way down to Urinetown. Barrel asks Lockstock
whether he’s made plans yet for his own upcoming trip to Rio. Lockstock tells Barrel that he
had to apply more pressure than usual to get their monthly bribes from Cladwell.

Hope appears and the officers question her late-night venture—it seems to them like a
“late-night-behind-the-bushes-to-relieve-yourself-for-free kind of walk.” She explains
that she had to work late because of the big vote at the legislature. Lockstock cautions
Hope to be careful—people are desperate. Hope explains that she’s not afraid of people,
because she knows that everyone has a heart, even criminals.

Bobby arrives suddenly, and the officers are suspicious of his late-night activity, as well.
Bobby explains that he has no need to relieve himself behind bushes now that he works for
Pennywise; he was actually helping with the late-night rush at the public amenity.
Lockstock and Barrel warn Bobby not to end up like his father; they leave.

Left alone with Hope, Bobby tells her that his heart feels awfully cold and empty; he
regrets that he didn’t stand up for his father that morning. Hope suggests that Bobby’s 
sadness about letting his father down is nature’s way of telling him that it’s time to lift
someone else up. She tells him to follow his heart. Taking turns listening to each other’s
hearts, they fall in love and dream of a future filled with peace and joy and laughter. They
kiss, and Hope asks when she can see Bobby again. He tells her to meet him at Amenity
Number Nine the next day.

Little Sally and Officer Lockstock return. Sally asks Lockstock what Urinetown is like.
Lockstock says he can’t tell her; it’s a secret, and its power depends on its mystery, a 
mystery that can only be revealed in an all-cast showstopper somewhere in Act ii. He can’t
just blurt out, “There is no Urinetown! We just kill people!”
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scene 4. The next morning at Amenity Number Nine, McQueen announces the new
fee hikes. He tells the crowd that the money raised with higher fees is needed to fund
research into long-term solutions for the drought (although he knows that ugc executives
and their cronies actually intend to use the windfall to pay for vacations in Rio).

After he leaves, the crowd protests the fee hikes. Tiny Tom argues that the increases will
eventually force everyone to Urinetown. Pennywise is unsympathetic, pointing out that if
she doesn’t enforce the law, she will be off to Urinetown herself. Bobby runs in, late for
work; he’s been up all night thinking about a beautiful, better world gleaming on the 
horizon. Pennywise tells him to get his head out of the clouds and prepares for the first
customer of the day, Bobby’s mother. Pennywise asks her for the increased fee, but Old Ma
Strong doesn’t have enough money. Bobby tells his mother to hold on to her money—it’s
time for a new law, one that comes from the heart, not a legislative vote. He declares that
everyone shall be allowed to pee for free. Distraught, Pennywise exclaims, “Oh, Bobby,
what’s to become of you? What’s to become of us all?” and leaves.

scene 5. Back at ugc’s offices, Cladwell and Fipp are discussing their profits and
upcoming trip to Rio, when Hope comes in with the morning faxes. Hope starts to tell her
father about her new love for Bobby, but McQueen interrupts with news of a riot at Public
Amenity Number Nine. Cladwell wants to crack down on the troublemakers, and Hope is
upset by her father’s animosity toward the people. He explains that people are helpless
bunnies, easy prey for those with power. He warns her: “Don’t be the bunny!” Cladwell and
his cronies head out to bag some rabbits.

scene 6. Back at Amenity Number Nine, Bobby, undeterred by the increasing spillage,
is making sure that everyone gets a chance to pee for free. The police and ugc executives
arrive to put down the rebellion. Hope arrives, too, and is surprised to see Bobby at the
head of a mob; he in turn is surprised to find out she is the daughter of a tyrant. Bobby
stands up to Cladwell, declaring that a new era of hope and happiness, of human dignity
and freedom, has begun. Cladwell orders the police to respond with brutality, despite
Hope’s pleas for understanding and a peaceful response. Bobby decides to move the rebels
inside the amenity, where he believes they will be safer. Hope is torn: she can’t fight against
her father, but Bobby can’t back down now. He asks that she join the rebellion or stand
aside. Mistakenly assuming that Bobby is holding Hope against her will, Cladwell
demands her release. Haunted by memories of his father and his own inaction, and 
realizing that Cladwell will not let the revolutionaries go, Bobby takes Hope hostage and
orders his followers to run. Pennywise pleads with Bobby to release Hope, and Cladwell
orders his men to seize the rebels. General mayhem ensues as The Poor escape with Hope.
Officer Lockstock announces intermission.
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A CT ii. scene . Lockstock welcomes the audience to Act ii. In their secret hideout
somewhere in the underground sewers, the rebel Poor imagine what Urinetown is

like while waiting for Bobby, Old Ma Strong, and Little Sally to return. Meanwhile,
Cladwell rants that he wants his daughter found and Bobby punished, and looks forward
to sending everyone to Urinetown.

Elsewhere in the city, Bobby and his mother try to avoid the police while distributing
memos to the other amenity custodians, hoping to convince them to join the rebel move-
ment. Lockstock nabs Sally and tries to get her to tell him where her cohorts are hiding.
She refuses and tells him that she believes that everyone is already in Urinetown, which
she believes is a metaphysical place of fear, not an actual place. She manages to slip away.

SCENE . Back at the hideout, Hot Blades Harry, Tiny Tom, Little Becky Two Shoes,
Soupy Sue, and Robby the Stockfish want to kill Hope to take revenge on her father—
besides, it will make them feel powerful for a moment. Little Sally, who has just returned
from spying on a meeting at ugc, stops them: she tells them that killing people is wrong,
and if they kill Hope, they are no better than their enemies.

Bobby and his mother arrive and try to calm the bloodthirsty rebels. They argue that it
would be foolish to kill Hope—as long as they have her, Cladwell will not harm them.
Little Sally thinks Bobby is only protecting Hope because he’s in love with her. Bobby
admits that he does love Hope, but, more importantly, they are fighting a noble fight for
freedom and equality, and he has made a vow that no person in need shall be ignored by
anyone with the means to help. Although they are scared, he says, and many of them may
not survive the battle, when the time comes they must fight the police and keep fighting
until freedom is won for all the people of the land.

Unseen by the rebels, Pennywise slips into the hideout. Cladwell has sent her to ask
Bobby to meet with him to discuss the situation and develop a peaceful solution. Bobby
agrees to go, even though it might be a trap, but the rebels shall keep Hope as security. His
mother tells Pennywise that if anything happens to Bobby, the same will happen to Hope.
Hope is upset and reminds Bobby that kidnapping is wrong. Bobby says he is sorry for
dragging her into the fight, but their love cannot flourish until freedom, not fear, rules the
people. He leaves, and she bids him a tearful farewell.

scene . Bobby and Pennywise arrive at ugc headquarters. Cladwell, his staff, and
Senator Fipp are there to greet him. Lockstock and Barrel arrive to inform Cladwell that
the uprising is spreading to other amenities. Cladwell reminds Bobby of the Stink Years
after the drought began, a terrible time of riots and looting and hoarding. Cladwell defends
his actions as necessary to maintain peace and order and ensure the people’s survival. He
offers Bobby cash, and amnesty for all the rebels, if Bobby will persuade them to abandon
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the revolution and acquiesce to the increased fees. Bobby has no interest in money, how-
ever, only in free access to the amenities, which Cladwell declares is impossible. As Bobby
turns to leave, Cladwell orders Lockstock and Barrel to seize him and take him to
Urinetown. He doesn’t care what the rebels might do to his daughter in retaliation.

Pennywise is dragged off, as well. Cladwell tells Fipp to convene the legislature; he
wants full authority to crack down on the rebellion. Fipp doesn’t want to dirty his hands,
but Cladwell reminds him that his hands are already filthy. Cladwell leaves.

Bobby is dragged to the roof of the ugc building by Lockstock and Barrel. When his
blindfold is removed, Bobby quickly realizes that Urinetown is merely a drop away—
Urinetown is, in fact, death. Simultaneously, the others wonder why they ever listened—
Pennywise and Fipp to Cladwell, Hope (still tied to her chair in the hideout) to her father
and to Bobby, and Bobby to his heart. Lockstock and Barrel throw Bobby over the edge
of the roof. Lockstock tells Barrel to get a shovel and mop.

scene 4. Back in the hideout, Little Sally tells the rebels what happened to Bobby. As
she shares Bobby’s last words, Bobby’s ghost joins her, telling Hope that he loves her, that
no one is innocent, and that they must continue to fight for what is right.

Lost without their leader, the rebels wonder what to do next. They decide that they
must fulfill their vow—they must do to Hope what her father ordered done to Bobby.
Pennywise appears and begs them to take her instead of Hope. She explains that she is
Hope’s mother; she was Cladwell’s lover during the Stink Years and promised him never
to reveal her identity.

Hope convinces the rebels to make her their leader to carry on Bobby’s fight. She offers
to use her insider knowledge—and Pennywise’s key—to gain access to the “nerve center”
of her father’s company, where they will question her father. The rebels agree, surmising
that if Bobby loved Hope and she loved Bobby, she must be trustworthy.

scene 5. Hope, Pennywise, and The Poor move out to seize ugc headquarters.
Lockstock prepares to go back down into the sewers, leaving Barrel to guard the streets.
Lockstock admits to Barrel that he sometimes has doubts about what they’ve been doing,
but he believes that Cladwell’s statutes may be the only hope for the community he loves.
Barrel declares his own love for Lockstock, just before Hope and her companions pounce
and kill him.

Fipp prepares to escape on the last flight to Rio. Mrs. Millennium asks whether she can
go with him, just before Hope and her companions pounce and kill them.

In ugc’s executive offices, Cladwell declares that he’s not sorry for what he’s done, but
hopes that Hope, who he presumes is now dead, will forgive him when they meet in
heaven. Hope appears and tells her father that he is on his way to Urinetown. She has
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joined the revolution and realized that all the people need is freedom and love. Cladwell
says that he once believed that to be true, but later realized that food, water, shelter—and
cash—are more important than love. He may have been a bad father and a cruel man, but
he “kept the pee off the street and the water in the ground,” as promised; he has no regrets.
The rebels throw him off the roof. Everyone turns to Hope, now the new leader of the 
revolution and of ugc, who declares the beginning of a new age of freedom, compassion,
equality, and, yes, of hope.

Time passes. Sometime in the future, Lockstock explains to Little Sally—and to the
audience—that Hope did go on to institute a series of reforms that gave all people 
unrestricted access to public bathrooms, where they could pee for free whenever, with
whomever, and for as long as they liked. Urine Good Company was renamed the Bobby
Strong Memorial Toilet Authority and operated as a public trust for the public benefit.

Without Cladwell’s tyrannical control, however, the water did eventually dry up. Love
and freedom were indeed not enough to sustain the people’s way of life. Hope finally
joined her father “in a manner not quite so gentle,” and the people were forced to recog-
nize their town for what it really was, “What it was always waiting to be”: Urinetown!



what kind of musical IS this?
by elizabeth brodersen

You our humble
Audience,
You have come to
See
What it’s like when
People can’t pee
Free.
—The Ensemble in Urinetown, The Musical

It’s the oldest story—
Masses are oppressed,
Faces, clothes, and bladders
All distressed.
Rich folks get the good life,
Poor folks get the woe.
In the end, it’s nothing you don’t know.
—Officer Lockstock in Urinetown, The Musical

Corruption, we know, has quite a future, and Lord knows, what a past!
—Lotte Lenya

A s protesters marched their way down Market Street recently, it seemed fitting to be
looking ahead to the final production of a.c.t.’s – season, Urinetown, The

Musical. A wickedly witty, subversively satirical tribute to the political music-theater of
Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill, Urinetown defies the conventions of the musical genre to
provide an unabashedly irreverent exposé of tyranny, capitalism, and greed. Urinetown also
champions the inviolable right to pee for free. That’s right: to pee. For free.

With its offbeat plot, quirky tunes, wall-to-wall dancing, and unlikely title, Urinetown
has charmed the pants off audiences and critics throughout its journey from the fringe of
New York theater all the way to Broadway and (soon) beyond. As the postapocalyptic story
begins, a -year drought has dried up the nation’s reservoirs and caused a water shortage
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so severe that private toilets are unflushable and peeing without permission has been made
illegal. The law says you must pay to pee, and the public bathrooms are all owned and 
operated by a greedy fiend named Caldwell B. Cladwell. A love story develops between
Cladwell’s naive daughter and the idealistic young revolutionary who leads the towns-
people in a revolt against the corporate machine that controls the facilities.

an improbable hit
The idea for Urinetown, The Musical first came to Kotis during a 1995 trip to Europe: After
finishing an engagement with the experimental theater company the Neo-Futurists, Kotis
decided to extend an overnight layover in Paris, with the romantic notion of backpacking
around western Europe for two additional weeks. Optimistically allotting himself just 

for the trip, he quickly ran out of money and was forced to spend the rest of his vacation
looking for cheap but satisfying meals, sleeping in train stations, and—once he discovered
that public restrooms in Europe are pay-per-use—“avoiding going to the bathroom as
much as possible.” As he wandered the streets of European cities, the notion of a place like
Urinetown began to take form in his mind. In the introduction to the published version of
the musical, Kotis writes about the genesis of the show:

It would be a grand, ridiculous reflection of the world as we know it to be,
complete with rich and poor, the powerful and the powerless, a government
controlled by industry and an industry that exists apart from and above us all.
And driving it all would be a musical—yes, a very big musical, and it would be
called Urinetown. It might not be performed, perhaps should not be 
performed, but it would be called Urinetown, and it would take place in a town
where everybody had to pee. Such is the thinking that comes from being too
homesick, too broke, and too full of belly-filling foods, while inhibiting the
natural bodily functions for too long.

Upon his return to the United States, Kotis—who at that point had never seen a
Broadway musical—approached fellow Neo-Futurist Mark Hollmann. Both active 
members of Chicago’s lively and political improv-comedy scene since the late s,
Hollmann and Kotis (with their fellow ensemble members) had already written, acted in,
directed, and produced five full-length plays and two full-length musicals as actor/play-
wrights in the improvisational Cardiff Giant Theater Company. Much to Kotis’s surprise,
Hollmann loved the idea of Urinetown. “It wasn’t merely a musical centered on peeing,”
writes Hollmann. “The project [Greg] proposed to me had all the elements of a great
musical: a love story set against the backdrop of social upheaval, a protagonist who would
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fight to the death for what he wanted, and a colorful cast of supporting characters. It also
had the potential for comic social commentary.”

Kotis and Hollmann met frequently over the next three years (after services at the
church where Hollmann played the organ), collaborating on a show they never really dared
hope would make it to the stage. The outrageousness of Kotis’s original idea took on a life
of its own, eventually becoming a kind of grand challenge: Kotis and Hollmann decided
to write a show so deliberately, charmingly bad that no one would possibly want to 
produce it. “It was a freak-show of a musical, a Frankenstein’s Monster best kept in the
basement,” writes Kotis. “We wrote it as if we didn’t expect anyone but maybe a few friends
to see it, because at first we really didn’t expect anyone to see it. . . .

“And yet, at the same time, the madness of the thing felt strangely joyful and free. Since
it was unproducible, we allowed ourselves complete liberty in imagining the play, making
choices that were not just bad for the sake of being bad but reckless for the sake of seeing
where a story goes when it goes where it probably shouldn’t.”

The result was a refreshingly original, zany comedy of a musical with a slightly macabre
twist, as well as a title so unappealing it seemed guaranteed to deflect any expectations of
high-brow success. “We thought that with a name like ‘Urinetown’ there’d be no chance of
having to show it to our family and friends,” Kotis has said.

For more than a year after their improbable musical was completed, Kotis and
Hollmann shopped the project around, hoping to garner financial backing for a produc-
tion. In —more than  rejection letters later—the project was accepted by the New
York International Fringe Festival. An intrepid cast (which included current third-year
a.c.t. Master of Fine Arts Program student Allison Schubert) presented a “raw and 
rebellious production” in a stiflingly hot converted garage to cheering audiences and 
critical raves.

Among the show’s early fans were the members of the Araca Group, up-and-coming
young producers who saw the potential in the iconoclastic show. Araca added to the 
creative mix director John Rando, as well as new cast members, who presented a profes-
sional reading in January  to influential industry representatives, including Michael
David and Lauren Mitchell of Dodger Theatricals. Among the biggest players on
Broadway, known for producing a string of Tony–nominated and/or –winning hits
(including 42nd Street, Into the Woods, The Music Man, Blast, Footloose, Tommy, and Titanic,
among many others), as well as for championing literate, unusual material (including
Wrong Mountain, High Society, and Frank Loesser’s Hans Christian Andersen, all coproduced
for Broadway with a.c.t.), David and Mitchell fell in love with Urinetown. The 
commercial off-Broadway production opened in April ; its sold-out run was extended
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and eventually earned  Drama Desk nominations, two obie awards, and inclusion in that 
season’s “Best Plays” anthology.

Emboldened by their off-Broadway success, the producers transferred the show to
Broadway’s Henry Miller Theatre, where Urinetown, The Musical opened on September
, , again to spectacular reviews from the nation’s toughest critics. The production
received ten Tony nominations and later won the rare Tony “triple crown”—awards for best
book, score, and direction. Kotis and Hollmann’s little “unproducible” musical is now about
to embark on a national tour; several international productions are in the works (including
in Seoul, Tokyo, and London); a film version has even been mentioned.

unconventionally classical
A classically structured musical that honors the conventional rules while turning them on
their heads, Urinetown pays homage to archetypes from a wide range of musicals, from
West Side Story, Guys and Dolls, and Fiddler on the Roof to Stop the World—I Want to Get Off,
Cabaret, and Les Miz. Russian folk songs, gospel anthems, rock tunes, and Rodgers and
Hammerstein–like showstoppers all make an appearance. The show’s imaginative dance
numbers, staged by choreographer John Carrafa, include tributes to Broadway masters
including Jerome Robbins and Bob Fosse.

The first Urinetown song to flow from composer Hollmann’s pen was Penelope
Pennywise’s Weillian march “It’s a Privilege to Pee.” “I was thinking about Weill a lot at
the beginning,” Hollmann has said, “because the idea that Greg presented seemed so much
like The Threepenny Opera to me. As we went on writing the score, that palette was a 
little limiting. I started to reach into the way I learned to write musicals, which was by
watching Rodgers and Hammerstein and Lerner and Loewe, so a lot of that influence
started creeping in as we proceeded to musicalize the dramatic moments.”

Hollmann particularly admires Rodgers and Hammerstein’s attitude toward the role of
music in theater, a role too often forgotten by contemporary Broadway composers.
“[Rodgers’s] scores were so well integrated with the book,” he has said. “The songs flowed
out of, and then back into, the script. The melodies that he would write for a character
were so appropriate for the character in that particular situation.

“Rodgers was simply the greatest melodist of the American theater. Music has to be the
servant of the story. If composers remember that, they’re already ahead of the game.”

seriously unserious
In tune with the “push-and-pull between tradition and insurgence” that Hollmann says
characterizes their unique collaboration, the show’s creators also hoped to communicate
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with Urinetown an ecological message of warning, their “creeping sense of dread that we’re
in the process of doing ourselves in” with unchecked corporate greed and destruction of
the environment. Urinetown joins a long and distinguished theatrical tradition that
includes Brecht’s The Threepenny Opera and The Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny, as
well as Marc Blitzstein’s political operas The Cradle Will Rock and No for an Answer, using
humor and music to get across a fundamentally political, as well as thoroughly 
entertaining message.

“For us,” Kotis said in an interview published in June , “there is a political point [in
Urinetown], and I guess we strive to do both: We wanted to be funny and be true to how
we see things. The Brecht connection is that Brecht strove to break down the barrier
between the actors and the audience, and that’s what we tried to do, too. Our device is
lighter, it’s not quite so confrontational, but still we try to remind the audience that we
know that they know they’re seeing a show. The connection to the substance of the play is
that we’re trying to reveal things we think we know [about] organizations, consumption—
and that we live in a time of peril whether we know it or not. Now it seems more obvious
because of the year we’ve lived, but there are other perils that are bubbling beneath the 
surface. This is a show that tries to deal with that anxiety and that fear of those perils on
the horizon.”

For Hollmann and Kotis, however, their primary goal is to entertain. “We come from a
comedy background,” continues Kotis, “and an improv comedy background at that, where
the only measure of how you’re doing is whether they’re laughing or not. It builds in you
a real requirement that what you’re putting in front of an audience is funny and they like
it. That’s the number one priority.” ■

This article draws from Greg Kotis and Mark Hollmann’s introductions to the book Urinetown, The Musical, recently published by
Faber and Faber, and interviews with Kotis and Hollmann originally published in Playbill On-line (www.playbill.com), the New York
Times, and Variety.



mark hollmann on the music of URINETOWN

kenneth jones: there are no strings in the orchestra are there?
mark hollmann: No.

the orchestra has a lot of brass, a tinny sound that sounds lean and
hungry, a little like the characters. was the lack of strings on purpose?
Well, yes, purposefully because we couldn’t afford strings. The producers knew this show
might be a hard sell and they had to keep the economics real tight. So they said to us off
Broadway, “You get four instruments.” When we got to Broadway they said, “We’ll let you
have one more.” I’m wrong when I say there are no strings. We do have an upright bass.
That’s a string instrument, but it’s not a violin or viola.

it ’s not a sweet string. the brass serves the cold feeling of the
show’s world.
[Orchestrator] Bruce Coughlin understood that perfectly and said, “No synthesizers, we’re
gonna stay with all acoustic instruments,” which was a great decision.

there’s a number in act ii called “snuff that girl” that unexpectedly
explodes into a spoof of jerome robbins’s staging of “cool,” from WEST

SIDE STORY. did you know it would be that when you wrote it?
No, we did not know that. I think it was John Rando’s idea that he wanted some sort of
up-tempo jazzy number at the top of the second act. [Choreographer John] Carrafa signed
on months later than Rando, so it was Carrafa taking a look at that and saying, “Y’know,
this is a lot like the situation in ‘Cool’ in West Side Story,” and of course he draws from other
choreographers, too. It has such an effect on the second act. We were afraid of putting that
back-to-back with “Run, Freedom, Run,” originally, because we thought “Run, Freedom,
Run,” was our big showstopper: We can’t interfere with its momentum. How can we put
“Snuff That Girl” leading up to it? It will ruin the impact it has! It only magnifies the
impact, in my opinion, because “Snuff That Girl” is so dark—it’s funny, but it’s dark. “Run,
Freedom, Run” is so up and light and cheery that it gives this great boost of energy that
propels us to the end of the show, I feel.

Excerpted from “A Brief Encounter with Greg Kotis and Mark Hollmann,” by Kenneth Jones, Playbill On-line, 4 June 2002,
www.playbill.com/features/article/76813.html. Reprinted with permission.
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the making of URINETOWN

moderated by gregory bossler

Urinetown marked the Broadway debut of its creators, Mark Hollmann and Greg Kotis. In
February 2002, Hollmann and Kotis participated in a seminar hosted in New York by the

Dramatists Guild of America with actor Hunter Foster, who played leading man Bobby Strong
in the off-Broadway and Broadway productions of the show, to talk about Urinetown’s develop-
ment. This transcript originally appeared in the May/June 2002 issue of the guild’s magazine,
The Dramatist.

gregory bossler: welcome to urinetown. not the place, of course.
not the musical, either, but urinetown, the seminar. [LAUGHTER]

by now you must have heard something about the legendary 
history of the show. numerous stories have chronicled its travels
from the new york fringe festival to its off-broadway production
to its broadway opening. its fringe production won an OFF-OFF-

BROADWAY REVIEW (OOBR) award, its off-broadway production won an
obie award, and its broadway production so far has made the ten-
best lists of TIME OUT, the NEW YORK POST, NEWSDAY, and TIME magazine, as
well as being named ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY’s “it” show, whatever that
means. [LAUGHTER] the NEW YORK TIMES called it “simply the most 
gripping and galvanizing theater experience in town.” . . .wow!
[LAUGHTER]

however, as [officer lockstock] says in URINETOWN, “nothing can
kill a show like too much exposition”—and i suspect a seminar as
well. . . . i want to start not at the beginning of the show’s 
history but a little bit before that. mark and greg, you both
attended the university of chicago, though you didn’t work
together until cardiff giant [theater company], an improv group
whose aesthetic lies at the heart of URINETOWN.
GREG KOTIS: Cardiff Giant was a small company that was part of the off-off-Loop 
theater scene in the late ’s. Chicago’s very much a small-theater town, where groups of
friends band together to put on shows. The most visible are Steppenwolf and Second City,
though there are other companies. Cardiff Giant had a very raw, broad, almost vaude-
villian sensibility as well as old-fashioned notions about comedy and slapstick and an
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orthodox sense against topical humor and bad words. All those elements were married in
Cardiff Giant, which also had the anarchy of an improv company, where anything can 
happen and you follow storylines wherever they go. So, the broad characters and the
extreme stakes of Urinetown retain that sensibility.

in a sense, cardiff giant was where you both cut your teeth 
writing, though mark, you didn’t do as much writing as you did
acting and directing with them.
MARK HOLLMANN: I was a writer in the sense that I was improvising with the other actors,
but even for the musical that Cardiff Giant did, I didn’t write the music, because I was
directing and was too nervous about that. A couple of years later, I joined the Making
Tuners workshop, so I was nursing my musical writing alongside my improv acting, but I
didn’t let them commingle.

the more immediate impulse for the show, though, came from your
experience, greg, with another group, the neo-futurists, and
their tour in eastern europe.
GK: We got this unexpected invitation to a theater festival in Romania, in a small
Transylvanian town called Sibiu. They said, “If you can get yourself here, we’ll put you up
and you can do your shows.” We had developed an experimental program of  short pieces
to be performed in an hour. Many of the pieces weren’t text based, so it didn’t 
matter if the audience spoke English or not. We felt adventurous, so we decided to go. On
the way back, I decided to take a layover in Paris, two weeks to bum around western
Europe and to decide whether or not I would propose to my girlfriend—now my wife. I
thought $ would do the trick, but I ran out of money quickly and became stranded.

three hundred dollars for two weeks in europe? [LAUGHTER]
GK: I had traveled in Asia, where you can live for  a day and where  is a lot of money.
For some reason, I expected the economy of Paris to be like the economy of India. I
thought, I can make it work. [laughter]

you couldn’t make it work, though, and the story goes that you
were in the luxembourg gardens and didn’t have enough money to
use the public facility.
GK: It was an ongoing problem for me.
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urination or finding a public facility?
GK: Both! [laughter] When I stayed at youth hostels, I was locked out during the day.
When I slept in parks, my choices were either the bushes, but I was too timid for that, or
a café, but I’d have to buy a coffee and that was expensive. I could have barged in, but I felt
Parisians were mean—and as I said, I was too timid. So I had to use the outdoor pay-per-
use amenities, which cost the equivalent of  cents. For me, that was a lot. That was 
 percent of my daily budget, so I would try to go once or twice a day at most. [laughter]
In the process of this budgetary scheme, the idea of the show popped into my head.

i find it curious that, as you’re crossing your legs, you’re 
thinking, i can write a musical about this. [LAUGHTER] i also find it
curious that, when you mentioned your idea to mark, he said, “yes,
i can see how that would be a musical.” [LAUGHTER] so, the first
song you wrote for the show is “it ’s a privilege to pee.”
MH: That was an early indication to me that Greg and I were thinking about the same kind
of show. When he brought the idea to me and suggested it was a musical, I thought, This
reminds me of The Threepenny Opera. This reminds me of The Cradle Will Rock, and “It’s a
Privilege to Pee” is the most self-consciously Brechtian—or Brecht-Weillian—song in the
score. This matron of a public urinal is telling it like it is in very harsh fashion to this bum,
to a martial, Weillian beat.

you wrote that song, but it took a while to get your schedules
together and start assembling the show.
MH: By the summer of , we had the first draft of a script and a demo tape, which we
recorded in the church where I’m organist. We used a four-track machine and got 
people to sing for free. Then I went to the Dramatist Sourcebook and Dramatist Guild
newsletters for theaters to send our script. I told Greg, “We need to either find a producer
or satisfy ourselves that no one’s willing to produce it.” We sent a query letter or synopsis
or whatever each theater would take. We sent to  theaters across the country and 
agents, hoping that somebody would bite. Three or four theaters asked to see the script.

GK: They looked at the script but they didn’t bite. We got letters saying, “This looks
promising. It looks funny. However, we have a subscription base and what you’re 
proposing is more than likely beyond the pale of what we can risk in front of our 
audience—but good luck.” [laughter] So, that was that. It was very encouraging, but it was
also a reminder that many options may be closed to you, based on what you choose to
write. That was our lot.
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many writers would have quit before the 100th rejection, but you
showed amazing tenacity.
GK: We had a very strange relationship with the material. We were excited about it, but we
also understood that it was unproducible. Originally, we had some  characters. We said,
“What can we put into this show that will make it really unproducible?” [laughter] The
idea that it was unproducible egged us on all the more. It was a perverse obsession.

once you were satisfied that no one was willing to produce it, you
decided to produce it yourselves?
GK: More or less. The Neo-Futurists in Chicago had expressed interest in producing it, and
the aesthetic of the show is very much due to them. We tailored the script to their require-
ments—which are deconstructionist and Brechtian, to show the audience what you’re
doing as you’re doing it. After they decided not to produce the show, we were on the ropes
a little bit and I told my wife—who had suffered through all these trials and tribulations
with me—that we were going to walk away from it. She convinced me not to, saying,
“You’ve done too much work. Try it at the Fringe Festival. Allow yourself to see it in front
of an audience.” Luckily, the Fringe Festival said, “You’ve come to the right place.”
[laughter]

so, you entered the new york fringe festival with a show called
URINETOWN that you were producing yourself. from what i under-
stand though, mark, you were a little hesitant not only about
self-producing but also about calling the show URINETOWN. weren’t
you lobbying greg to change the show’s title?
MH: To answer the self-producing part of your question, it’s not that we were strangers to
it, because we had done it for many years in Chicago with our improv shows, but I had just
turned  and was beginning to wonder if I could do it again. It is wearying, and I 
wasn’t looking forward to wearing that many hats again for a production.

GK: The New York Fringe Festival also takes place in August, which is the worst month
to do theater in New York City, because it’s hot and miserable and everybody’s out of town.

MH: Then, as we began planning the Fringe production, our director, Joe McDonnell,
approached Greg and me and said, “I love your show, but maybe we should change the title
to something more innocuous.” When I was talking about this with Greg, I thought we
could title it You’re in Town and during the show pull down some banner to reveal the real
title of the show. [laughter]
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the audience would come expecting ON THE TOWN, but end up seeing
URINETOWN. [LAUGHTER]
MH: Greg is very open. He’s a great collaborator, and he’ll listen to any idea, no matter how
bad. [laughter]

that’s the essence of a good collaborator.
MH: We went to John Clancy, the director of the festival, about what to do with the title.
He said, “You guys can’t change that. I’m getting calls about that title.” Sure enough, when
the prefestival publicity started coming out, the newspapers usually cited the most out-
rageously titled shows and we would almost always be on that short list.

GK: At the Fringe Festival, we also had a lot of good luck, one bit of which was that we
were right next to where they sold tickets, so the ticket sellers could hear us rehearsing. Also,
most productions in the festival are one-person shows, but we were bringing in this fully
realized musical. By defying the conventional genre, it became the most outrageous thing
in the festival, in spite of itself, and people wanted to see it. This was a real musical. That
got people in the door, and full houses are infectious, then it started rolling from there.

another bit of luck is the fact that one of your college friends is
david auburn [pulitzer prize–winning author of PROOF], who asked
some producers to see your show, and they loved it, did a workshop
for you, and brought the dodgers onboard, who said, “hey, kids, do
you think this could be a broadway show?” you didn’t even think it
could be a show! [LAUGHTER]
GK: The producers were excited about the material. They were excited about the 
challenge of doing it. There’s a gambler’s heart in every producer, and this -to- shot was
too juicy to pass up. It also had an irreverent spirit that they liked.

My expectation was that we might have a respectable off-Broadway run. I thought that
was the best-case scenario, but I don’t know what they were thinking when they first saw
it. I don’t know if they were thinking about Broadway.

in fact, they opened it off broadway. in addition to the search for
that theater, the search for the cast was an important decision. you
didn’t want people who would mind being in a show called URINETOWN.

hunter, you were brought in for the off-broadway production.
when you were told about the show, did your agent give you any
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warning about this fringe festival production called URINETOWN?
what did you think when you first heard about the show?
HUNTER FOSTER: I went to school with Matt Rego, one of the Araca Group that’s produc-
ing Urinetown. He had just finished producing a movie, and I asked, “What’s your next 
project?” He said, “Urinetown.” I said, “What was that?” “Urinetown.” “As in pee?” “Yes.” I
thought, A musical about pee? I made fun of him every time I saw him. [laughter] Then I
heard the workshop went well, and they were going to move it [off Broadway] with the
workshop cast, but the guy doing Bobby Strong couldn’t do it. When they had auditions for
that part, my agent said, “There’s a show—you don’t have to go in if you don’t want to.” I
asked, “What is it?” He said, “We haven’t read it, but it sounds terrible. It’s Urinetown.”
[laughter] I said, “My friend’s producing that. Of course I’ll audition.” When I got the script,
my wife said, “You’re not doing Urinetown. That’s the worst title I’ve ever heard.” [laughter]

now, both you and your wife, jen cody, are in the show.
HF: Yes. [laughter] When I read it, I found it interesting and I enjoyed the music. I called
up Matt and said, “This isn’t as bad as I thought it was going to be.” [laughter] There’s a
lot in the script. It’s well written.

the NEW YORK TIMES said there’s simply no show they’d ever seen that
gives off such a sense of the creators and the performers always being
on the same page. i suspect that a number of performers would have
had the same initial reaction as you, hunter. how did you performers
get on the same page with the creators? what was that process?
HF: Urinetown was different from any show I’ve been involved with, in that we had no 
preconceived notions. Usually, you have expectations if it’s a Sondheim show or a Rodgers
and Hammerstein revival. We had no idea what we were going into. It was as if we were
kids given cool toys to play with, to see what we could create. There was almost no pressure.

The director, John Rando, was fantastic. He allowed us to be creative and to offer whatever
we wanted. It was interesting to see all of us, performers making their debuts and Broadway
veterans like John Cullum, come into rehearsals with an openness to explore.That atmosphere
got us all on the same page. It was the most creative process I’ve been involved with.

was the rehearsal process primarily a way for the actors to meet
the writers on the same page or did watching the actors play
with john help you two writers meet the actors on the same page?
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GK: It was both. The tone of the show is a delicate balance. It needs to be almost humor-
less, to be played almost as a tragedy. We honed in on that through the development
process, but it began in auditions, when we saw actors like Hunter who were able to be
straight-faced and serious about the ridiculous thing they were saying. Playing it straight
is the way to do this, because when it gets too broad, it starts to collapse.

coming from an improv background, was that a primary tool in
how you wrote the show? certainly, you begin setting the show at
some point, but by the time hunter was onboard for the off-
broadway production, had most of it been set?
GK: It was set by then. When we began writing, we did try different things, though more
or less, the process was that I first wrote out the book as a full-length play, and where I
thought there would be a song, I wrote a long monologue, a tiresome monologue for a
character. Then, I gave the script to Mark, we went through it scene by scene, and Mark
would identify where the song would start in each scene.

The script was about  percent done by the time we went into commercial develop-
ment. After then, the rest of the writing included expanding a few songs and trimming the
ending. The biggest change was replacing a number. We gave John Cullum a different song
for his character [Cladwell].

many people have called this show a satire on musicals. however, i
wonder how much of that was added by the director and choreo-
grapher during rehearsals. hunter, was that something to
develop through your play with john? did someone have the idea,
we can do a bit of WEST SIDE STORY here or LES MIZ there?
HF: I wasn’t there for the West Side moment, but when we were rehearsing the end of the
first act and trying to figure out what I would do with the song—which begins with me 
saying, “If the people pee for free, the people are free”—we noticed that the music had a Les
Miz or Evita feel to it, it had that revolutionary feel. I turned to John Rando and said, “I
should go up on the table like Enjolras does in Les Miz when he sings ‘Red and Black’ and
throw my hands up in the air, sending paper flying everywhere.” John said, “Yes!” It was
moments like that, and it was a very creative dialogue between the director and us.

you’d also been in LES MIZ on broadway.
HF: Yes, and that moment was my favorite part of the show. That’s also why I wanted to
do it. [laughter] Though, John didn’t keep the falling paper.
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greg, if it wasn’t your intention to satirize musicals, you must
have intended the brechtian tone.
GK: We started with this ridiculous metaphor: Can you do a show where having to go to
the bathroom is the primary motivation? That hadn’t been done before—for good 
reason. [laughter] To say, We’re going to bring all our off-off-off-Broadway powers to this
metaphor and see what comes of it, that was the obsession. In other words, Is it possible
to create a show with this rottenness at its core? Can you build enough layers around it to
make a pearl? That’s what drove us, even more than the classic musicals, though we looked
to them as guideposts in construction.

MH: They seemed like the port in the storm to cling to. There are so many good models
of songs and musical scenes to draw on. I was trying to apply all the lessons from the great
teachers in the workshops I attended at New Tuners in Chicago and at bmi in New York.

you were trying to apply traditional forms to the most 
untraditional musical that you could write—to a show with 
this rottenness at its core?
MH: Yes. [laughter]

hunter, while you were rehearsing URINETOWN, you were finishing
the book and preparing to open your own musical, SUMMER OF ’42.
they’re two completely different shows, but did you gain any
insight or find any inspiration from your inside view at other
writers creating their musical?
HF: They’re an inspiration by showing that anything can be done. Well, I don’t want to say
“anything,” but shows can rise from such humble beginnings to find their way to a 
commercial audience. One reason I did Summer of ’42 was that I wanted to write a 
musical—and I thought I had to do a show that people had heard of or no one would 
produce it. I took the exact opposite approach than Greg and Mark. What’s great about
Urinetown is that it’s finally opened a door for writers to do something not based on a
movie or not something you’d automatically think would be great. That’s the biggest 
influence they’ve had on me as a writer. A reporter asked me, “You’ve done Summer of ’42,
based on the movie, but don’t you want to write something original like Mark and Greg?”
I said, “Yes, but that’s the hardest thing in the world to do.” To take an original idea and
have it go this far is an inspiration to everyone.
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i also want to touch on the fact that your broadway opening 
was originally scheduled for september , but was postponed a
week. audiences coming to your show had vivid images of /.
did that affect any changes in the show? how did that affect 
the performers?
GK: There were maybe two lines that referred to Bobby’s death by being thrown off a
building. We first chose that manner because it seemed so ridiculous. Obviously after /
there’s nothing ridiculous about it. That grim aspect of the show became more apparent,
and some language about that part of the story was removed, but it’s still a grim part of 
the show.

I don’t know how that affected the performances, but what was meant to be subtle no
longer seems subtle anymore because of the events that we’re all living through.

HF: The first night back, I hadn’t thought about what lines in the show would be
affected. One of my first lines is about “the shining tower on the hill.” That hit us. Also,
there’s a song called “Look at the Sky,” about the dawn breaking and the sky being full of
hope and promise. I thought, “Now I know what the song means.” It was a hard song to
do that first night back. People in the audience were a little teary-eyed after that song.

In fact, the whole show felt different, more important. People came up to us afterward
saying, “Thank you for going on.” “Thank you for doing this show.” “This show has so
much relevance and importance now.” And, “Thank you for making us laugh, because we
haven’t laughed in three weeks.” It was moving that people said they felt that it was 
important and that it was entertaining at the same time.

it also must have been nerve-wracking. while you were waiting
for your postponed opening on the 20th, six shows closed on
broadway. there was a question of whether people would come
back to the theater or even back to new york. yet, people seemed
drawn to URINETOWN. do you feel that’s because you were trying to
write a show that addressed some serious issues and wasn’t light
commercial fare?
GK: It definitely was my ambition to create a portrait of the world as we saw it in , to
deal with the collusion between big business and government, the world divided into haves
and have-nots, the people in power who run the show, the people who seize power and
make things worse—all of that. Maybe it piqued people’s interest that there was a 
political point of view to this show, at a time when life is more political than it’s been in I
don’t know how long.
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I came to see the show the first Thursday after we reopened. Walking through Times
Square, I felt it was a dangerous place to be and I saw that look of trepidation on every-
body else’s faces. When I went into the theater, I felt it would be a leap of faith to stay
through the show in this place where people gather in Times Square in New York, which
didn’t feel safe anymore. Then, to see the actors—who were in the same situation as we all
were—come onstage and do the show, it was amazing. In every theater in this city—
Broadway and off-Broadway, all of them—other audiences probably felt the way I did, that
it was an incredible act of courage for the actors to walk onstage and perform.

as soon as the dust clears—be it in kabul, sarajevo, or new york—
one of the first things people do is go to the theater. they begin
to tell their stories. everyone comes together and shares their
humanity, their common experience.
GK: New York has enjoyed such wonderful goodwill from the rest of the country. We
couldn’t have survived without it. There’s a wonderful defiance about the survival of 
theater in New York. . . .

we have a couple of minutes left, so are there any questions from
the audience?
Q: You talked briefly about your experience with improvisation. Would you speak more about how
that background may have influenced your development as a writer?
MH: If you don’t know, that’s Jeffrey Sweet, of course. I’m so glad you asked that, because
your oral history Something Wonderful Right Away[: An Oral History of The Second City and
The Compass Players] was a big influence on many of us in Cardiff Giant. The interviews
in that book were such an inspiration to us and made us think that we could do something
creative with our U[niversity] of C[hicago] educations and no theater major—particularly
the story about The Compass Players walking down to Lake Michigan after a bad show
and jumping in because they wanted to cleanse themselves of the bad performance they
had given. [laughter]

We don’t work with improv techniques anymore. Greg is really a musical book writer.
He writes the script. I write the music, and we collaborate on the lyrics. Yet, though the
script isn’t improvised, we do retain an improvisation sensibility. That is, we retain our 
aesthetic about political situations and self-contained worlds without topical references.
Our improvisation was a reaction against Second City, against that two-act evening full of
jokes about [Chicago’s] Mayor Daley. We wanted to get back to the roots—or what we
thought were the roots—of The Compass Players.
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GK: Also, in the mechanics of improv storytelling, you pursue your character’s wants no
matter what. Everything you do is a matter of pursuing one very singular want. That back-
ground was extremely helpful in figuring out the characters in Urinetown and telling the dif-
ference between plot choices that were convenient and those that were true to the character.

For example, Bobby [Strong] leads a revolution, and the evil capitalist [Cladwell] tries
to buy him off. There was a version where Bobby took the money, because it was 
convenient to other scenes that had already been written. I thought, He has to take the
money, because I wrote these scenes, and I’m not going to write them again. [laughter]
However, Bobby’s “improv want” demanded another choice be made.

Q: Could you break down how much it cost you to mount the fringe production yourself?
MH: If we added up what we spent recording the demo tape, duplicating the scripts, and
mailing the scripts and letters, it would be about ,, which was a lot of money to us.

Q: Was the demo tape made in a studio?
MH: No, it was made in the church where I’m the organist, so we had the space for free.
We also had the performers for free, but we paid our technician  to record and mix it.
The other , was for copies, postage, and envelopes—if I’m remembering right.

GK: A lot of copying was courtesy of our employers—who didn’t necessarily know about
their courtesy.

now they do. [LAUGHTER]
MH: I served as rehearsal pianist and musical director. We tried to do as much in-house
and free as possible. We spent about , on the Fringe production, which we made
back, because it was such a hit.

GK: No, we still lost money, once you added up all the development and production
costs, even though the production itself made money.

you’ve made back your money by now, though?
GK: Yes. [laughter]

Q: You said that by the time you went into commercial production, 80 percent of the show was
set. What prompted the changes in the other 20 percent?
MH: One motivator was a producer saying, “This song is not up to your standards. Rewrite
it.” I mention that first because it was one of the most confounding experiences for me in
the development process. The Dodgers and Araca definitely wanted to do our show, but
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they wanted to see some changes. They’re great creative producers, and this production on
Broadway is the fruit of their extraordinary vision.

A year before we started off-Broadway rehearsals, they pointed out a song that had been
such a hit in the Fringe—a Latin number called “Rio”—and said, “This is like any other
Latin number from a ’s musical. Write something better.” During the next few months,
Greg and I tried to figure out what to do instead of this number we felt was so successful.
I kept grousing, “Why can’t they be more articulate about what they don’t like? Can’t they
give us a constructive criticism?”

We ended up writing a song that serves the show well, but I thought that when I got to the
point where my show was getting a professional production, the producers would come in like
God and say, “I know exactly what’s wrong with this song. You need to do X, Y, and Z to
rewrite it.” These producers were simply saying, “Change it,” nothing helpful. That showed me
that you’re alone out there, that you have to depend on your smarts and your sense of what’s
going to play onstage, because no one else is going to help. You have to fend for yourself.

if the producers weren’t as intimate as you wanted, was the cast,
especially since they live with their roles and have very strong
opinions about their “improv want”? for example, hunter, did you
ever offer a suggestion of, “what if bobby were doing this”?
HF: No, because I felt that my character was straightforward. John did spend a lot of time
with Jeff [McCarthy], who plays Officer Lockstock, not because Jeff asked him but
because Officer Lockstock is the narrator, the character with the immediate relationship
to the audience, and John wasn’t exactly sure how he should relate to the audience. They
tried different stuff. They tried him as a showman, waving his arms instead of playing it
straight. They tried playing it straight with a joking smile. They tried many different little
things with that character but not with the other characters.

Q: You mentioned there was one new song for John Cullum. What was that?
MH: “Mr. Cladwell.” We wrote three or four songs in that place, none of which satisfied
us. Then, about ten days before we started rehearsals off Broadway, we learned that John
Cullum had been cast as Cladwell. Knowing that we were writing the song for John
Cullum was such a kick in the pants—a good kick in the pants. It gave me a specific idea
what kind of song it could be. ■

Reprinted from The Dramatist, May/June 2002, ©2002 The Dramatists Guild of America. All rights reserved.
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so what would you call it? toilettown?
by peter marks

E very night, just after  in Henry Miller’s Theatre, Jeff McCarthy senses the resist-
ance. Taking his place onstage, he gazes into the audience and, disconcertingly, can

feel an undercurrent of antipathy from the crowd.
“You see people’s faces,” the veteran Broadway actor said. “I go down the aisle and 

people are scowling at us.”
The iciness doesn’t alarm him. He has come to understand, he says, that the mood will

pass, that by the end of Act i most of the scowls will have melted away. He has figured out
that it is not the show, exactly, that people are initially reacting to. It’s the show’s title.

“When you see them start smiling, it’s great,” he said. “But the obstacle is getting them
in the building.”

Mr. McCarthy is a member of the [Broadway] cast of a musical that has excellent
notices, strong word of mouth—and one of the least appealing names in theater history:
Urinetown. It is a title so unsavory that its creators say they chose it long ago as a kind of
inoculation against high expectations, as a means of deflecting any pressure that might be
brought on them to make it a success. “We thought that with a name like Urinetown
there’d be no chance of having to show it to our family and friends,” said Greg Kotis, the
author of the book and lyrics.

Even so, Urinetown has been a success at every turn, from its earliest incarnations in tiny
downtown haunts to its current status as a big Broadway show. . . . Yet with its 
surprising rise has come one of the weirdest public relations challenges on Broadway:
overcoming the unappetizing images its name conjures.

Having run for eight months on West rd Street, Urinetown, like its competitors up
and down Broadway, finds it ever more essential to reach out to a broader audience to fill
seats. . . . The musical’s producers say that Urinetown appeals to the same wide spectrum
as other shows, but they acknowledge that the title puts off some potential customers,
especially older and more conservative theatergoers.

Which goes a long way to explain the musical’s latest marketing strategy. In a playful
commercial that began running in the New York area two weeks ago, theatergoers 
contribute testimonials on the production and unvarnished views on its title. A silver-
haired gentleman in a festive sweater faces the camera with a look of pained disapproval.
“When I first saw the name, I figured, ‘Oy,’” he says, slapping his cheek. “And then my
wife said, you know, I heard from Gloria that it’s terrific.”
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When a show is called She Loves Me or Sweet Charity or The Sound of Music, it’s hard to
imagine a commercial having to invoke a plaintive Yiddishism. Then again, the producers
of Urinetown point out, theirs was not the first show with a moniker that tested the bound-
aries of taste. “Would Darn Yankees have sold?” asked Michael Rego of the Araca Group,
a producer of Urinetown since its commercial debut off Broadway. “Or how about, The Best
Little House of Ill Repute in Texas? We’ve tried to let the show speak for itself, in the way
that we have tried to embrace the title and not shy away from it.”

CBS will apparently not shy away, either. On the Tony Awards telecast tomorrow night,
the title will be treated like any other. “The determination of taste falls within our minds,”
said Gary Smith, the executive producer of the broadcast. “I will agree and admit that the
first time you heard there’s a show coming in called Urinetown, you went, ‘Oh my good-
ness.’ But you know what happens with titles, they become part of our vocabulary.

“By now, it’s part of our lexicon.”
The daring title was not selected at random. The subversive show, a sendup of genre

musicals from The Threepenny Opera to West Side Story, takes place in a mythical city where
water is such a scarce commodity that the public urinals, run by a corrupt corporation,
charge exorbitant fees. Not that the name stuck instantly. Just before the show’s debut in
 at the New York International Fringe Festival, Mr. Kotis and the composer, Mark
Hollmann, began to get cold feet.

“The odd thing is, it’s really not a bad word—it’s just not appealing in any way,” Mr.
Kotis said. “People were telling us, ‘Don’t go with it, change it,’ and we were convinced we
were headed for this huge embarrassment.” The authors asked the festival organizers to
consider a title substitution. But they would not hear of it: the programs had already gone
out, and the musical was proving to be quite the draw in the iconoclastic precincts of
downtown theater. Mr. Kotis says one of the producers told him, “I have  shows in this
festival, and I’m getting more calls about this show than any other.”

So it was to be Urinetown then and forever, a kind of combination badge of honor and
thumb in the eye. “The truth is, they wanted to shock people,” said John Cullum, the
Tony–winning actor who is nominated for a Tony again, for his role as the venal corporate
honcho in Urinetown. “The kind of people who wouldn’t be shocked, they would love it.
Now, the other people are trying to figure out why they should go and see it.”

Of course, Mr. Cullum said, there could be a potential audience in those who buy before
they grasp the title’s meaning. After all, he added, it sounds so much like “You’re in Town.”

This article originally appeared in the New York Times, 1 June 2002. Copyright © 2002 by The New York Times Co. Reprinted by
permission.
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“don’t be practical about your dreams”
An Interview with Allison Schubert, Member of the a.c.t. Master of Fine
Arts Program Class of 

by stephanie woo

When Urinetown, The Musical premiered at the New York International Fringe
Festival in 1999, the cast included Allison Schubert, a young actor who would soon

travel to San Francisco to pursue her dramatic studies as a member of a.c.t.’s three-year Master
of Fine Arts Program. In April 2003, as a.c.t. began to gear up for the arrival of the national
Urinetown company, and just a few weeks before her own graduation from a.c.t., Schubert took
a moment to reflect on her start in theater, her education, and her experiences during Urinetown’s
early days.

stephanie woo: what made you realize you wanted to act?
allison schubert: I was brought up a Midwestern girl, in Michigan. There is this play
called Cool in the Furnace, based on a Bible story. My brother played the narrator, which
was the leading role. I was maybe five or six years old, and I was watching my brother and
the audience’s reaction to him—how much he made them laugh and how he drew them
into the story. And, all the attention he got! I thought, I want that attention! So I started.

how did you begin your career?
I lived in New York for a year, which is where I did Urinetown, and I did summer stock
and children’s theater tours—you know, all the stuff you do when you graduate from 
college and you don’t know what else to do and you’re not professional just yet, so you do
things where you get paid  dollars a week or so. I just did audition after audition after 
audition. There was a teacher in college who had told me: “You’re allowed to do 

auditions, and after the th audition you can give it a break. You can just give up if you
want.” But I didn’t even make it to  auditions. I think I did maybe  or something, but
it was still a lot. I remember pounding the pavement trying to get an agent, which was so
difficult; the reason I decided to go to graduate school was to get an agent, ultimately. That
took a year,  auditions.

you’ve mentioned that your time at a.c.t. made you realize there
are more reasons to be an actor than the desire for attention
and self-gratification. what are some of those reasons?
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I came to a.c.t. because I wanted to get an agent, but then I realized that I needed every-
thing that a.c.t. had to give me. I needed a deeper reason to pursue acting, because before
it was for self-acknowledgment, for someone to say, “Good job, good girl,” and I already
knew I could do it and I had the talent, but I needed something more. I was actually think-
ing about dropping out of school after my first year, but then I realized that actors get to
do so much onstage that you don’t get to do in real life.

I remember [a.c.t. Artistic Director] Carey Perloff saying in our first-year meeting that
theater is transformation, and that theater is doing its job when it sticks with you for a while.
I saw a Japanese butoh piece the other day, and the images are still in my head. In the begin-
ning of the play, they were playing the song “Country Road,” by John Denver, and there was
a man, simply gazing up at the clouds. That image sticks with me . . . I’ve always wanted to
change someone’s mind, but I’ve never had the words to do it. Theater gives me an oppor-
tunity to make people see things in a different way. When we [the third-year class of the
a.c.t. m.f.a. Program] did The Ramayana [at Zeum Theater in March], [a.c.t. Director of
Student Affairs] Maureen McKibben told us that there were some jocky kids in the back row
of the audience, and at the end of the play, one of the kids said to the other, “I think I want
to be an actor.” Having the power to transform people and change their minds is wonderful.
One of my goals in life is to establish respect as a talented actor and as someone who can
really give and transform and express—but I also want to let kids, teenagers, know there’s
another way of expressing yourself besides playing sports, or being part of a gang.

how did you become part of the first production of URINET OWN?
I went to the Lutheran church, that famous church, where we rehearsed, and I 
auditioned—right in front of the altar. It was appropriate, because that’s what made me
want to start theater in the first place, seeing a play performed in front of an altar, where
my brother did that show. I guess what happened is that the woman they originally
thought was going to do my part [Hidalgo Jane] dropped out, so they called me up.

[I] didn’t know anything about it . . . I was doing anything I could get my hands on. I
didn’t care anymore. But when we showed up for the first rehearsal and we all read through
the script, I thought, Oooh, this is funny. This is really good.

Actors in New York will do anything they can get their hands on as long as it’s a good
script, so there really weren’t any prejudgments about the material. It’s just so wacky.

have you seen any of the later productions of URINET OWN?
I haven’t because I’ve been here [in San Francisco attending a.c.t.]. I’m so excited to see
how it’s being done here.
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which character did you play?
I was reading over the script last night and, of course, it has changed since I did the show.
I played Hidalgo Jane, who was kind of a female version of Yosemite Sam, really a kind of
butch cowgirl—as the run progressed, my mustache kept getting darker. It was so much fun
to play something completely wild. I remember the director told me that [Urinetown
creators] Greg [Kotis] and Mark [Hollmann] had been a little concerned about me being
in the cast because the show is so grungy and grotesque; they said, “Well, here is this 
beautiful ingenue. I’m not so sure she’s going to fit in.” But the director said, “No, no, no.
Trust me, trust me.” He saw a spark or something that I could do it, and I think Greg and
Mark were really pleased with the results. The lines I had are now divided among the rest
of the women in the cast, because now a man plays what would have been my part, I guess.
There’s Soupy Sue—our Soupy Sue had a lisp and was always kind of drippy, you know?—
and then Tiny Tom was this big guy who had a really small voice, and Little Becky Two
Shoes was this short girl, like an old Jewish woman, sort of a girl clown. My lines are split
between Soupy Sue and Little Becky Two Shoes now. And one of my solos is sung by
Josephine Strong, who is Bobby’s mother. So a lot of things have been moved around.

are there other changes in the show you’re aware of?
There was this song in the beginning, in the first scene with Cladwell, where they sing
about how they’re going to make all this money off the amenities and head down to Rio.
It was a great number! “We’ll go to Rio, ooo-wah, doo-wah.” It was one of my favorite
numbers, and I realized, Oh! It’s not in here anymore! The song helps establish the bad
guy in the beginning. Maybe they wanted a darker quality for that scene.

do you have any interesting stories about URINET OWN’s fringe 
festival run?
In New York, the summers are hot. We rehearsed and performed in this garage, and it was
like an oven in there. I think probably my most vivid memory is of the facilities, because
we all had to use the same dressing room. We all dressed together. It was kind of ironic,
too, because we had one toilet in the back that barely flushed. Tech[nical rehearsal] was the
most intimate tech I have ever had with a cast, because it was so hot and we had fans going
everywhere and we were doing all of this physical comedy. We were crawling over each
other. At the end of the first act, when Bobby was trying to get us all excited, we would
imitate Les Misérables, the “Do you hear the people sing?” moment, and I remember that
we would all crawl over each other. Instead, we were sliding over each other because every-
one was sweating so much.
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I also remember we did a performance on my birthday. It was raining and it was sold
out and I still needed to get my boyfriend and my friend into the show. I talked to the
T[echnical] D[irector] about it, and begged, “Please, it’s my birthday. Let them in.” They
ended up sitting in the balcony next to the lights. You know, we were lucky we didn’t get
in trouble because we broke a lot of rules just to get everyone in to see the event.

But I could tell that it was something special. I had a really strong feeling the show was
going to play off Broadway because it’s so good, it’s so funny, but I never— When I first
saw in the New York Times that it was going to Broadway, I jumped up and down in my
house, telling my roommates, “Listen to this!” You know, that’s the pinnacle. The best I
had hoped for was that the show would be like The Fantasticks, with a really nice, long, off-
Broadway run. Because its style was meant to be grungy and gross, it wasn’t exactly meant
for the Great White Way. But that made its success even more ironic. I haven’t seen the
theater where it’s being produced, but I’m sure it’s this huge, -seat Broadway theater,
and when we did it we were lucky that we had maybe a hundred.

I invited so many friends to come see the show and no one really came. Now they’re
probably thinking, Oh, I wish I had seen it back in the day.

There was a lot of laughter. You know what? Right now, thinking about it, I remember
there was more laughter than I thought there was going to be.

what’s your take on the political message of URINET OWN?
You know, we [the creators and the original cast] never talked about the political message.
Maybe because it’s so obvious. Have you seen The Cradle Will Rock? Or Waiting for Lefty?
Those are great examples of theater being used as a vehicle to get people excited or to rise
up, to motivate people. Urinetown, I guess, is an awakening, as well, because the hero 
doesn’t prevail in the end. That’s what’s so interesting about it. I think, especially in 
musicals, we’re so used to having a happy ending—you know, deus ex machina, let’s tie all
these loose ends together—that it’s a moment of awakening to realize that’s not how it
really is, that this is the truth, the biting truth. And then you realize that there is hope,
after all—“I See a River.” It starts with yourself, coming together and starting over.

do you think musicals are significantly different from straight plays?
A musical is more heightened. For the tv/add generation, things are always changing—
the lights are constantly changing, people are changing clothes. Whereas in theater, you
have to listen very closely and intently, and the pace is usually slower. The Ramayana for
me was more like a musical. The scenes happened quicker, and [director/creator] Ruben
[Polendo] would say, “Okay, this is when he would have his aria,” or “This is where they’d
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have their love song.” I used to say, “There can never be true theater without music and
dance, or true dance without music and theater, or music without theater and dance. I
think they are all intertwined.” In dance, you need to have an expression on your face to
tell the story. A musician needs the expression and the dance, and an actor needs the dance
and the rhythm. I think it all intertwines so nicely, and I think a musical is a more distinct
example of that. I think a musical offers more variety, and it makes things a little more 
profound, as well. Music is very therapeutic. You leave a musical, if it’s a good one, hum-
ming the songs, and I think that’s something that can last longer than a quote from a play.

any final thoughts?
You know, a parallel thing happened with my life and this show. I’m about to go into this
crazy world, and we’re learning how to tell agents, “I’m gonna make you a lot of money.”
At the same time, I’m looking at this sign in front of a.c.t. advertising Urinetown, The
Musical. It says to me, Look how something can grow! It really is amazing proof that, if
you really set your hopes and dreams up high, you can get there. We worked with this
woman, Caryn West, who said, “Don’t be practical about your goals.” I think that’s really
important. One of my undergraduate professors once showed me that she was in the 
original cast of a play called The Good Times Are Killing Me. I thought, That’s what I want.
I want to be in the original cast of something. And here it is! It’s right here in this book.
[She holds up the published edition of Urinetown, The Musical.] I’ve been showing everyone
and telling everyone that if you just set your goals high enough, they will happen.

I think that’s so beautiful: Just do it, don’t think about it. Do it! That’s how you’re going
to achieve your potential, to express yourself by doing the great things we read about.

Mark and Greg have so much heart. Usually you can see that in a project. People think
that in acting you have to play the business, but these guys didn’t know anything about 
producing Broadway musicals. They got a lot of advice from a lot of people and worked
their way up to sign with Dodger Theatricals. That’s funny, too, because I interviewed to
be a receptionist there. It’s just all a circle.

[Hollmann’s introduction to the published edition of Urinetown] made me cry. [She
reads:] “I will never forget the sound, at the first Broadway preview, of  people laugh-
ing at one of Greg’s lines at the start of Act i. Since Chicago storefront theaters typically
seat only  or  people, neither of us had ever heard that large an audience appreciating
our writing. It was a thrilling vindication of Greg’s vision. It was also the first overwhelm-
ing sign that, if polled, even Broadway was willing to say a resounding YES to Urinetown.”

I think that’s something we all strive for. ■
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theatrical observations

I t was in the middle years of the s that Brecht began the theoretical speculations
that led him to the formulation of “epic theater.” Brecht’s theory was not nearly as new

as he believed nor as complex as some of his theorizing would suggest. For Brecht, epic
style was episodic as well as spacious. In sharp contrast to the well-made play, with its tight
construction and linear sequential action, he advocated a loose and flexible ordering of
scenes, each episode constituting a complete narrative unit. In fact, the element of narra-
tive is far more significant in Brecht’s drama than in the older anecdotal plot. The stage
itself is the narrator, commenting on the action through such devices as screens, captions,
slides, film projections, the chorus, the off-stage narrator, or the actor stepping in and out
of his role. The result is an anti-illusionist theater wherein the onlooker is constantly
reminded that he is the spectator of a play. All of these devices are for Brecht ways of 
preventing simple identification between audience and character. The theater is a means
of scientific and analytical demonstration: “Plays must be convincing like court pleas; the
main thing is to teach the spectator to reach a verdict.” This rational didacticism necessi-
tates the process Brecht calls distancing or alienation, which is indispensable if the 
theatrical situation is to be understood and evaluated.

Brecht’s dramatic theory offers interesting and provocative insights into his conscious
aims, but its importance as a description of his practice has undoubtedly been exaggerated.
He may have succeeded in reducing the element of emotional involvement, but it is never
wholly eliminated, and it is often a prominent and indeed decisive element in the reaction
of his audience.

Masters of Modern Drama, edited by  Haskell M. Block
and Robert G. Shedd (McGraw Hill, )

what, in your opinion, accounted for the success of 
DIE DREIGROSCHENOPER?
I’m afraid it was everything that didn’t matter to me: the romantic plot, the love story, the
music . . .

and what would have mattered to you?
The critique of society.

An interview by Bertolt Brecht with himself  (c. )
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Just who decides, please, that Ravel’s “Bolero” is an “experience” and may therefore join the
anointed in Carnegie Hall, while Cole Porter’s “Begin the Beguine” must not crash the
gate, being merely “entertainment”? Which category contains Rossini? How about
“Carmen”? Offenbach? The waltzes of Strauss? Negro spirituals? And should we take 
symphonic and operatic concerts off the air, since the radio is apparently the province of
“entertainment”?

This is a generalization based upon the old Puritan notion that if a piece is serious it
ought not give too much pleasure; and, per contra, if it does give pleasure, or even fun, it
cannot be much good.

Marc Blitzstein

gwen ifill: if [kurt weill] had lived . . . what kind of work would he 
be doing? 
john mauceri: Oh, he would have written a musical about the rainforest in Brazil, about
AIDS, about [over]population, about political corruption. He would be writing everything
that you report on in the NewsHour, he’d be writing a musical to try and make people bet-
ter, because fundamentally Kurt Weill believed that music could make people better. This
is what Beethoven believed, this is what Verdi believed [about] music theater, and Oscar
Hammerstein certainly believed that if you could show a situation—a dramatic situation—
and give it great music, you could actually teach the audience to behave better. And this is
at the fundamental issue with Kurt Weill—also Leonard Bernstein’s world. That’s what
West Side Story is about. If you show people something and give them beautiful music, they
leave the theater saying, “I don’t want to ever be like that. I don’t want to be a racist. I don’t
want to be this way.” And I do believe that composers like this are so important to us
because they actually can change the world for [the] better.

“A Conversation on Kurt Weill,” by Gwen Ifill 
with conductor Robert Mauceri, NewsHour Online,  March ,

www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/entertainment/jan-june/weill_-.html

By the s, new megamusicals were no longer winning the public, and costs were so high
that even long-running hits (Crazy for You, Sunset Boulevard) were unable to turn a profit
on Broadway. New stage musicals now required the backing of multimillion-
dollar corporations to develop and succeed—a trend proven by Disney’s Lion King, and
Livent’s Ragtime. Even Rent and Titanic were fostered by smaller, Broadway-based 
corporate entities.
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As the th century ended, the musical theater was in an uncertain state, relying on
rehashed numbers (Fosse) and stage versions of old movies (Footloose, Saturday Night
Fever), as well as the still-running megamusicals of the previous decade. But starting in the
year , a new resurgence of American musical comedies took Broadway by surprise.
The Producers, Urinetown, Thoroughly Modern Millie, Hairspray—funny, melodic, and
inventively staged, these hit shows offered new hope for the genre.

What lies ahead in the future? It’s hard to say, but there will most assuredly be new
musicals. The musical may go places some of its fans will not want to follow, but the form
will live on so long as people like a story told with songs.

“Musicals on Stage: A Capsule History,” by John Kenrick,
Musicals101.com, www.musicals.com/stagecap.htm

The real work of art is composed inevitably of elements which contain both good and bad
taste, the application of these latter terms changing as eras come and pass.

Marc Blitzstein

Fools are my theme, let satire be my song.
George Gordon Noel Byron 
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san francisco: “urinetown,” not the musical
by kevin fagan

F or more than a decade, the stench and spectacle of urine in the streets of San
Francisco has constituted an embarrassing crisis that just won’t go away, no matter

how politicians, activists, and cops tried to attack it.
Leaders ranging from former Supervisor Bill Maher to Mayor Willie Brown thumped

lecterns and devised cleanup plans. Police cracked down and made arrests. City Hall
launched a fleet of sidewalk-sweeping Green Machines. Homeless advocates cried for
more compassion. And still the defilement of San Francisco spread, like an ugly tide, year
after year.

It all came to a new head [in July 2002] when the Board of Supervisors—after a lot of
vicious battling—finally passed a law outlawing public urination, punishable by a  to
 fine. The ordinance is due to go into effect next month. It’s the first time city code
has specifically prohibited such activity.

This should do the trick, at least in the short run, promises the law’s author, Supervisor
Tony Hall. It sends the firm message, he says, that in San Francisco, “we live in a civilized
society.”

Nice try. It won’t work.
The new prohibition is a fine only, like a jaywalking ticket, with no jail time or even

misdemeanor classification included. And it is essentially just a rewrite of an existing state
law which already makes it illegal to relieve oneself outside, dishing up a  fine.

Sure, clever defense lawyers sometimes managed to get the old infractions dismissed
since they officially prohibit dumping “waste” instead of the specific result of bodily func-
tions (which the city code now bans). But that’s not the point. When you’re talking about
people who have to panhandle for a hamburger, the fine might as well be  million for all
the good it does, those who live with the problem say.

The awful truth? Interviews on the streets of San Francisco, where even the billboards
now scream for reform, show that this latest attempt to fix the problem is doomed for this
simple reason:

The penniless who turn the outdoors into a restroom do so as a statement—a cry of rage
that has everything to do with helplessness and frustration, and not much to do with any
shortage of urinals or threat of punishment.

At its core, the crisis of human byproduct dotting the wildland that is downtown San
Franciso can only be dried up by moving its creators away to mental homes, halfway
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houses—any place that actually tries to cure the underlying social tragedies. And that’s
probably not going to happen; even Supervisor Gavin Newsom’s “Care Not Cash” plan
wouldn’t go far enough. So you can count out the obvious solution and count on the 
problem continuing.

Just listen to the voices of the asphalt, where the speeches and oh-so-fought-over 
proposals of City Hall and its political armies barely reach.

“It’s like this,” George Whitaker, , says as he relieves himself on a minivan tire in
Stevenson Street, an alley just off Sixth Street. “This is the great outdoors, man. I go into
a store, I have to ask permission. Out here, I do whatever I want.” He finishes, and grins
as he wipes his hands on jeans so grimy it’s hard to tell if they had once been blue.

“After all the hassles I go through out on the street, you gonna tell me I can’t do the
most basic thing a man has to do—where I want and when I want?” Whitaker says. “I don’t
think so.”

A block away, in the same alley, Bill Photis spits on the ground in disgust as he watches
a woman finish behind a debris box. He and his pal Mike Mannix, gesticulating wildly,
had just shooed the woman away from their Conestoga wagon train line of four brimming
shopping carts.

“What are you, an animal?” Photis yells. The woman staggers off in the other direction.
He purses his lips. “So many of these ladies, these men—they just don’t care about them-
selves any more,” Photis grumbles. “They’re just looking for their next load of dope, their
next needle.

“They don’t care where they do what they do, or what mess they make.”
Unlike Photis and Mannix. Or others like them, and there are quite a few. If you’re 

living outside and you want to find a restroom, you can, they say. Or at least use a bucket.
“There’s the library, restaurants, those public toilets on the street (the city’s coin-

operated JCDecaux models),” says Frank Otto, , sitting in u.n. Plaza gripping a paper-
bagged beer at noon. “There are places to go if you want. It’s all how you present yourself.
You look like you try to stay clean, you’re not hostile, and it works out.”

But his is a voice belied by the continuous contamination around him.
Like a herd of bears marking territory, the worst offenders leave their opinion on the

cement every day along Market Street from Sixth Street to City Hall and in the 
surrounding alleys and smaller streets spreading into the Tenderloin and SoMa. For the
hard-core homeless past caring, this is more than just taking care of business. It’s in-your-
face freedom.

When you stumble through life outside, you don’t have much control over anything,
even over where you stash your blanket. But there are some elemental instincts even the
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police can’t control—so when it comes time to relieve yourself, by God, you’re going to do
it when and where you want.

Beat cops throw their hands in the air.
“I bet I could fill my whole ticket book every day and then some if I wrote up everyone

I saw doing this,” says San Francisco Police Officer Dave Maron, taking a breather in the
Tenderloin after breaking up a street fight. “But all the tickets in the world aren’t going to
solve this. Locking them all up won’t, either.”

The evidence is strongest at dawn, when the dark lumps of blankets dotting the heart
of downtown stir awake. The homeless rise to find food, friends, or just to start the day’s
wandering. By the time the first store opens many doorways are marked with urine.
Or worse.

“Every door that has an awning over it, there’s a high probability of human feces being
there,” Robert Newt says, stopping to adjust the broom bristles on his Green Machine
motorized sweeper on Market Street. “As for every doorway, period, I see piss that I have
to clean up—every day, every hour.”

Newt, , drives his thrumming machine up and down Market five days a week, laying
down a trail of disinfectant. As he rumbles along, drawing taunts from sidewalk dwellers
in his path, he leaves clean concrete—and when he rolls back an hour later, the foulness
has reappeared.

“They don’t have to do this, it’s just laziness,” Newt says bitterly, grinding his brushes
through a puddle while the six men who just created it laugh nearby.

“It’s inhumanity,” he says. “Inconsideration. Unnecessary. The bottom line is: Why do
they do it right out in the open? Because they can, that’s why.”

The one thing his machine can’t get to, and which he refuses to clean up, is the latest
trend in outdoor bathroom behavior: Feces on walls and windows.

“I watch them do it sometimes, backing up against the glass and letting go, and I think
they do it just because they know our machines can’t get at it,” Newt says.

The problem is as convoluted and messy as homelessness itself. And as sad. But some-
times inspiring.

Take Photis and Mannix—the guardians of alleyway propriety—for example.
Photis is mentally ill and Mannix has uncontrollable epilepsy, and they sleep every night

on the cement sidewalks of Market Street. But they describe themselves not as lost, but
luckless, men who try to maintain self-respect. For any who ask, they pull out a paper
signed by the manager of Pearl Art and Craft Supplies, authorizing them for the past five
years to sleep in the store doorway to guard against those who would stain its threshold.
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“Guards, that’s what we are, and we take our job very seriously,” says Mannix. “We
might get into fights when other guys try to steal our spot, but we stay put and make sure
that store is safe.”

When the sun goes down, Photis and Mannix arrange their shopping carts like a bar-
ricade in the doorway, and the cops have learned to leave them alone. When nature calls,
they use a bucket, which they pour down a drain the next day and clean with bleach.

“Those two guys are so nice, real lifesavers,” Pearl clerk Christina Barry says in a respite
between customers. “Our doorway used to get pretty nasty, with the pee coming into the
store overnight so bad you’d find a big puddle inside every morning. But not since Bill and
Mike started camping here.”

She stares through the store’s front window and winces.
“It’s just so sad that everyone on the street can’t have that same conscience,” Barry says,

turning back to the cash register. ■

This article originally appeared in the San Francisco Chronicle, 21 July 2002. © 2003 San Francisco Chronicle. Reprinted with
permission.
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pop-up toilet created for revelers
by butch mizejewski

L ONDON—By day it may resemble a manhole. But when the sun goes down, out
pops UriLift, a reveler’s best friend.

It’s the latest contraption designed to solve that chronic problem in entertainment dis-
tricts worldwide—how do drinkers and clubbers relieve themselves after a long night out?

In Britain, police officers spend much time nabbing those who just can’t wait, and shop-
keepers are often forced to hose down their doorways in the morning. Now a newly arrived
Dutch invention could change all that.

The UriLift, a stainless steel cylinder that rises from the ground in two minutes and dis-
appears just as quickly, already has been well received in one English town and will be
arriving at two London hotspots later this month.

Dutch inventor Marco Schimmel came up with the idea three years ago in order to
“provide a unique solution for indiscriminate urination,” the company Web site states.

Installed four feet under the street, passersby see only a manhole, not an unsightly 
urinal. Concrete manhole covers are available in any color and design.

When the nightlife arrives, an officer standing within a few feet of the UriLift can 
activate the hydraulic motor via remote control. There is room for three men to use the
sleek device at the same time, and it is lighted, though there are no doors.

There’s no need to worry about smell because the UriLift, with its automatic flushing,
is connected to sewage mains for disposal of urine and flush water. No one has to empty
those temporary plastic urinals that some towns employ outside bars.

And best of all, according to a spokeswoman for the uk’s UriLift distributor, the semi-
permanent urinal is pretty much invincible when challenged by the party animal who’s had
one too many.

“The beauty of UriLift is that it is so simple that there is nothing they can break off of
it,” said spokeswoman Lisa Parish, noting that hooligans can hit it or kick it all they like.

For the time being, women must hold it in a little longer. A prototype for females is not
yet ready.

UriLifts, costing about , a piece and endorsed by the British Toilet Association,
have been popping up at night in two locations around Reading, a town west of London.

At an April  ceremony in Reading Town Centre, Schimmel activated the first UriLift
by remote as Richard Strauss’s “Also Sprach Zarathustra,” the title music from 2001: A
Space Odyssey, rang out. A second one began operating in May.
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London, which last  month celebrated the th birthday of the city’s first public toilet,
is getting two UriLifts in the Westminster section. One will be installed outside a subway
station and the other outside the Palace Theatre, where Les Misérables is playing. . . .

Still, changing people’s habits may prove to be a daunting of a challenge.
“I guess it’s accepted that after a late night if you want to pee you can just go ahead and

have one anywhere,” said Neeraj, a -year-old Londoner.
His friend Roger added: “I don’t see the point. It’s more fun going . . . in the middle of

the street. It’s almost traditional, like having a kebab after you’ve drank too much and are
stumbling home.”

This article originally appeared on the Fox News Channel, 13 September 2002, www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,63048,00.html.

public toilets: efforts around the world
The following are excerpted from a preliminary report prepared for The Privy Council, 18 July
2000, available at www.theprivycouncil.com/WorldReport (last updated 7 August 2000).

WARSAW, POLAND: Existing public restrooms have been transformed into businesses,
leased to business owners at nominal rents on the condition they renovate them and allow
the public to use the toilets freely. By law, a public toilet sign must remain above the door.
Public restrooms are now luncheonettes, bars, Chinese restaurants, a veterinary clinic. Of
 public bathrooms,  are now dealt with in the manner stated above.

Advantage: Public restrooms maintained at no cost to the public or the city.
Drawback: Restrooms are not as easily recognized as such by the public. They tend to be

seen as restaurants and may not be found in time of need, in spite of the sign above the door.

Finn, Peter. “In Warsaw’s Public Restrooms, Capitalism Is the Bottom Line.” The Washington Post, 5 December 1999.
Pasek, Beata. Associated Press. “Good Business Is Found in Old Toilets.” Detroit Free Press, 19 August 1999.
www.freep.com/news/nw/qbars19.htm.

SUWON, SOUTH KOREA: Toilet Cultural Division, a six-person office at city hall, founded
to fix up public restrooms for the upcoming Soccer World Cup.

Spent three years, . million renovating  restrooms, building  new ones.

Passed out questionnaires, held symposiums to get public feedback on how to improve
restrooms.

Visited public toilets in Japan, Germany, France, Switzerland, the u.k.
Sponsors “best bathroom competition”: effort to get the private sector involved. A team of

artists, architects, environmentalists, and designers evaluates the city’s public restrooms each
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month and nominates its favorites. The Toilet Cultural Division picks the winner, which
receives a plaque from city hall and is posted on the city’s Web site and in travel literature.

Public restrooms made into tourist attractions—include flowers, paintings, music, auto-
matic faucets, sliding stall doors for the disabled, heated toilet seats, solar-powered heat.

1Schuman, Michael, and Hae Won Choi. “Suwon’s Restrooms, Once the Pits, Are Flush with Tourists: Public Toilets Sport
Bouquets, Heated Seats; Soccer Fans Will Find Nice Places to Go.” The Wall Street Journal. 26 November 1999.
2Torchia, Christopher. Associated Press. “South Korean City Turning Its Toilets into High Art.” JS Online: Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel. www.fortatkinsonnews.com/dd/destnat/apr00/trv--travel-042100.asp.

JAPAN: The Japan Toilet Association, seeing as its basic mission the improvement of the
toilet environment, acts as a networking and consulting body for many national and inter-
national groups, organizations, and companies involved in the public toilet issue. It has
been involved in research of the public toilet situation at home and abroad and has hosted
an annual toilet symposium on  November (declared by the association as “Toilet Day”)
since its founding in . The most recent was the Asia Pacific Toilet Symposium in
Kitakyushu, Japan, on – November , of which the main theme was “The Toilet and
Human Environment in the st Century.” Topics included universal design and toilets,
toilets and health, resource conservation—the environment and toilets, etc. Events
included an international toilet equipment exhibition and the “Good Toilets ” contest
awards. Web site: www.toilet.or.jp (in Japanese).

THE U.K.: The British Toilet Association, a nonprofit company, seeks both legislation and
the involvement of the private sector for the improvement of public toilets. It holds a
national competition called “Loo of the Year.” [Nominations are now being accepted for
the  awards at www.loo.co.uk.] Approximately  businesses, historical sites, etc.
apply each year and are judged by the association. The best  are published in a book to
be used by people interested in building toilets. (See Web site: www.britloos.co.uk.)

Ray Fowler of the bta: “I didn’t want a Millennium Dome, but a brand new millennium
toilet in every town—attractive, welcoming, and clean. You could buy tea or coffee there,
have it decorated with flowers, and make it a real central meeting place.”

1Telephone interview with Ray Fowler, 18 July 2000.
2Welford, Heather. “Social Change: Urinals for All? We Don’t Take Our Public Toilets Seriously Enough.” The Guardian
(Manchester, U.K.), 21 October 1998.
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the water wars
Water Privatization Has Been a Failure All Over the World—but Companies Like
Bechtel Haven’t Given Up.

by savannah blackwell

T he people of Ghana are in trouble. During the rainy season, cholera cases reach 
epidemic proportions in Accra, the nation’s capital. Nearly half of the recorded 

visits to health facilities in  were related to malaria. And the number of people
infected by guinea worm is rising to the point where entire communities face economic
devastation.

All of these diseases are attributable to the same fundamental problem: lack of access to
clean, drinkable water. And the reason the rates of illness are increasing, activists say, is
because many people, mostly the poor, have been cut off from water supplies in the 
country’s move toward privatizing its entire water system.

In  officials at the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund told
Ghanaian government officials that if they wanted  million in loans to rebuild the
publicly owned and controlled water system, they had to make some changes that would,
in effect, prime the system for takeover by politically powerful, private water companies:
The government had to end its practice of making wealthy and industrial customers 
subsidize the cost of providing water to poor communities. In addition, water had to be
sold at full market rates.

While the people of Ghana suffer, guess who stands to benefit? None other than San
Francisco’s own Bechtel Corp., which, along with the French companies Vivendi, Saur,
and Suez and the u.k.’s Biwater, is vying to take over Ghana’s system at a potentially hand-
some profit.

Indeed, the World Bank and the imf are granting low-interest loans of a mere 

million each (the real cost of Ghana’s water infrastructure needs is more like . billion)
to the two corporations that win the deal to pay for some improvements—in exchange for
claiming the country’s market.

“This is quite vicious and blatant,” Rudolf Amenga-Etego, the national campaign 
coordinator of Ghana’s National Coalition against the Privatization of Water, told us in a
recent interview. He was in town promoting the fight against water privatization.

“The World Bank has among its goals the eradication of poverty,” Amenga-Etego said.
“But its policies create poverty by excluding a significant population from water. You can-
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not produce a prosperous society that way. They seem to be working for corporations and
not the peoples of the world.”

from ghana to stockton
In , the year after the Ghana government stopped water subsidies for poor people, the
incidence of guinea worm jumped from , to ,, according to an August  report
by a special fact-finding mission to Ghana, which included representatives from such
organizations as the Washington, d.c.–based Public Citizen (a consumer and good-
government group founded by Ralph Nader) and the Center for Policy Analysis on Trade
and Health, a San Francisco–based, nonprofit public health research and advocacy group,
and a host of experts on issues from labor rights to health care. Taps were turned off, and
people couldn’t afford to turn them back on. Rates have shot up  percent over the past
three years, and currently  percent of Ghana’s poor don’t have access to piped water. Thus
people are digging wells by hand, which are often contaminated with sewage and 
pollution—causing high rates of disease.

Unfortunately, while the problems associated with the move toward [privatization] in
Ghana are severe, they aren’t unusual. Privatization pressure is rampant all over the world,
including in the United States. And the privatization efforts that are approved often have
disastrous results. The fact-finding mission reviewed  imf loans from  and found
that loans to  countries had conditions similar to those in Ghana.

Even though researchers, including those at Public Citizen and the nonpartisan,
Oakland-based Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment, and Security,
have found that privatization often leads to skyrocketing rates, environmental damage,
poor maintenance, economic inequity, and decreased accountability, the administration of
President George W. Bush backs the imf and the World Bank’s policies.

In fact, Bush is pushing the policy domestically by supporting a proposed law that
would require any u.s. community that wants federal money for improving its water 
system to consider privatization. And the European Union, where the world’s largest 
private water corporations are headquartered, is trying to pressure the United States into
opening up its water markets to private companies. (Currently, only  percent of the u.s.
population gets its water from private entities). From New Orleans to Stockton, officials
have been toying with handing over water systems to private corporations that will reap
huge profits at the expense of customers.

Amenga-Etego, who was honored by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors and has
gotten the attention of Rep. Barbara Lee, is part of global efforts to fight the privatization
push. On  October,  protesters chained themselves together in Bechtel’s San Francisco
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lobby to raise awareness of the corporation’s insistence on suing the Bolivian government.
Bolivia kicked out a Bechtel subsidiary (the same one that wants to take over in Ghana)
after its privatization of the country’s water system resulted in soaring rates and widespread
civil unrest. San Francisco officials, for their part, forced Bechtel out of a contract to 
manage the restoration of the regional drinking-water system last spring.

Officials in Lee County, Florida, decided two years ago to regain control of the water
and sewer systems after an audit found that private contractors had failed to properly
maintain the system. In Pekin, Illinois, after private operators spiked rates by more than
 percent over an -year period, city officials started talks to reclaim public control,
according to Public Citizen. And in Atlanta, Georgia, reports of problems with city drink-
ing water, such as a brownish tint and flecks of debris, have made officials decide to audit
the private contractors running the system.

But  October in Stockton, the city council ignored the pleas of , residents who
signed a petition asking for the right to vote on any privatization move and decided to start
negotiating with a partnership called omi-Thames Water to take over its water and 
sanitation systems.

dirty water, dirty politicss
omi-Thames has long raised the ire of environmentalists. Since  the British corpora-
tion has been convicted of violating health and environmental laws  times, according to
a study by Public Citizen. omi-Thames has been purchased by the German-based rwe
Aktiengesellschaft, which is also acquiring American Water Works, the largest private
water company in the United States, with business in  states, including California. The
move into Stockton is part of a trend toward consolidation in the industry and privatiza-
tion in the country.

“The giant water corporations see the United States’ public water utilities as their next
market and are trying to get their foot in the door to control profits and potentially the
public’s supplies in the future,” said Juliette Beck, an organizer with Public Citizen. “It’s
alarming because these companies have a track record of raising rates, laying off experi-
enced employees, and slashing their [investment] costs in the systems—not to mention
environmental accidents.”

Some public officials are getting the message. Unlike their Stockton counterparts,
officials in New Orleans heeded public concern and  October turned down what would
have been the largest privatization deal of a water system in the United States. And Santa
Cruz County officials are asking the California Public Utilities Commission to deny a
request to raise rates in Felton by  percent so rwe can pay off the cost of purchasing
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American Water Works. Other California communities that have been served by the
California division of American Water, such as the city of Thousand Oaks, are protesting
the merger.

“Communities are usually shocked when they find out that their local utility has been
bought by some multinational corporation,” Beck said. “It’s a classic problem of globaliza-
tion. But people are taking steps to do everything possible to reclaim public control and
accountability for their most precious resource—water.”

This article originally appeared in the San Francisco Bay Guardian, 6 November 2002.

water world
Universal access to water is technologically possible in the st century. The failure to 
provide universal access, and the remaining prevalence of morbidity and mortality to
water-related diseases, are public health crises of the first order.

Sixteen percent of the world’s population, approximately . billion people, are still with-
out some form of improved water supply. Close to  percent, or . billion, live without
adequate sanitation. The lowest rates of availability are in Asia and Africa.

Over five million people a year die from illnesses linked to unsafe drinking water,
unclean domestic environments, and improper sanitation, mostly children under age five.
At any time over half the population in the developing world suffers from one or more of
six diseases associated with water supply and sanitation. . . .

The minimum requirement for helath is – liters of water per person per day located
within a reasonable distance from the household, according to the World Health
Organization. An expert estimate of sufficient water is  liters per capita per day, or
, liters a month, the equivalent of three cubic meters.

The average cost to provide water supplies in urban areas is  per person, and  in
rural areas. Sanitation costs average  in urban areas and  in rural. One expert esti-
mates investment costs to install a water system at  per person in urban areas.

In the s, efforts extended water to . billion people, and sanitation to  million
people worldwide. Two-thirds of the funds for water improvement were from national
sources, a third from external organizations. However, this work failed to keep pace with
population growth, uneven investmeent between water and sanitation, and urban-rural
disparities.

Excerpted from the Report on the International Fact-Finding Mission on Water Sector Reform in Ghana, August 2002,
www.cpath.org/CPATH_programs.html#Universal.
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“hail malthus! / hail malthus!”

A t the end of Urinetown, The Musical, Officer Lockstock and company sing the
praises of British economist and demographer Thomas Robert Malthus

(–). Malthus is best known for his theory that population growth will always tend
to outrun the food supply, and that betterment of humankind is impossible without stern
limits on reproduction. He published his theory, known as Malthusianism, in An Essay on
the Principle of Population as It Affects the Future Improvement of Society, with Remarks on the
Speculations of Mr. Godwin, M. Condorcet, and Other Writers ().

In the early th century, many theorists optimistically believed that a continuing
increase in the human population would stimulate sufficient economic progress to support
the growth. Malthus, however, observed that food supplies generally increase at a slower
rate than does population. And when a substantial increase in food production does take
place, he noted, instead of providing sufficient nourishment for those without, the increase
in food supply triggers yet another population surge, creating even more mouths to feed.
According to Malthus, if the rate of population growth surpasses the rate at which food
production increases, famine, disease, and war usually readjust the balance between popu-
lation and food supply. He believed that the perfection of a human society free of coercive
restraints was impossible, because the threat of population growth would always be 
present. He therefore called for a provocative public policy that would encourage delayed
marriage and birth control.

Malthus’s theory, although quite controversial and poorly supported by empirical 
evidence, proved to be quite influential. His arguments were frequently wielded in the fight
to improve the living conditions of the poor and in fact led to important reforms in the
English Poor Laws. His ideas inspired the first demographic studies and influenced such
economic doctrines as David Ricardo’s “iron law of wages” and theory of wealth distribu-
tion, as well as the ideas of the evolutionary biologists, led by Charles Darwin.

The reference to Malthus near the end of Urinetown implies that the drought, which
returns after the repeal of Urine Good Company’s water-conserving regulations—like
Malthus’s famine, disease, and war—is nature’s way of reducing the size of the world’s 
population. Malthus would likely agree that, unless humanity curbs its profligate 
consumption of the planet’s resources, eventually everyone will end up in Urinetown.
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questions to consider

. How does the structure of Urinetown differ from that of a nonmusical play? After 
listening to the show’s lyrics and music, what strikes you about the combination? In each
particular scene, why do you think the creators chose the type of music they did to go with
the lyrics? How many different types of music do you recognize, and what are they? Do
the songs drive the story along or impede it? How do you think your experience of the
show would change if the songs were spoken as dialogue instead of sung?

. Were the plot and content of Urinetown what you expected? Why or why not?

. What and where is Urinetown? How do the characters describe Urinetown throughout
the show? How does their understanding of the nature of Urinetown change as the story
unfolds? How does your understanding of the nature of Urinetown change by the end of
the show? 

. Officer Lockstock tells Little Sally that “nothing can kill a show like too much exposi-
tion.” Yet he and Little Sally address comments explaining and telling the story directly to
the audience throughout much of the show. What does he mean by that statement? Do
you agree with him? What purpose does exposition serve in Urinetown, The Musical?

. Many of Urinetown’s inhabitants are based on “stock” characters, archetypal figures who
have become familiar throughout centuries of theatrical history. Typical stock characters
include the scheming villain, the cheap old miser, the overbearing father, the corrupt
politician, the beautiful heroine, the young lover, and the inept doctor. Often described as
“flat” characters, these figures are usually two-dimensional and change little over the course
of a story. “Round” characters, on the other hand, are more complex and individualized and
undergo development and change as a result of their experiences. (See Aspects of the Novel
[], by E. M. Forster). Do you recognize any stock characters in Urinetown? Are any of
them “rounded” by the events of the story? How? 

. How is Urinetown like other musicals you’ve seen? How is it different? Do any of the
show’s plot elements, songs, or characters remind you of other musicals, stories, movies,
television shows, or plays? Which ones, and how? How does your previous experience as a
theatergoer affect your interpretation of Urinetown?
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. Why do you think the character of Little Sally is played by an adult woman instead of
a child? How does the age of the actor affect her characterization?

. Do you think Cladwell really loves his daughter? Does it matter? Why is he willing to
sacrifice her?

. Do you find Urinetown in any way realistic? Why or why not? Do the political,
environmental, and social issues raised in Urinetown remind you of any real-life situations?
How? 

. Urinetown is one of the most successful musicals to come along in recent years. What
do you think makes the show so entertaining, despite its apparently cynical outlook on life?
Is the show’s purpose to be a political statement or entertainment or both? At which is it
more successful?

. In the end, who do you believe is right, Bobby or Cladwell? Whose actions are more
justifiable? Why? While the “good guys” win in the end, their reforms fail to bring the
world true peace or security or to resolve the world’s ecological crisis. In hindsight, do you
think the right “team” won? Does Lockstock’s final exposition at the end of the show
change your opinion of the characters and what happens in Urinetown?

. What is the “moral” of Urinetown’s story? Does Urinetown tell a story of hope or of
doom? What does Urinetown say about humanity’s condition on earth and our ability to
survive? In light of the show’s conclusion, do you think it is possible to have faith in the
message of hope that is expressed throughout the play? Is it wise to do so?
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